Introducing the Heinzen Flotation 3D FIFO Wash System, New & Improved for product submersion and debris removal!

FEATURES

- Heinzen’s 3D F-I-F-O (first-in, first-out) flotation wash system features an air-injected flume tank, guiding product into and through the wash system
- Recognized as one of the best for product scrubbing and mechanical separation of debris
- By maintaining a weir balance and using a pair of rotating perforated drums, product is gently submerged both naturally and mechanically allowing for removal of insects and undesirable particles
- System can be easily discharged onto a dewatering conveyor or shaker
- The system is designed as a modular section to drop into existing wash lines

OPTIONS/SPECIFICATIONS

- Designed specifically for buoyant particle removal of product fines and insects
- Custom applications up to 15,000pph, depending on product bulk density
- Self-contained, all stainless steel tri-clamp fittings for water and air for ease of sanitation
- Automatic or manual sand-traps available for simple of dirt/sand/rock removal
- Stainless Steel Tri-Clamp fittings on all water & air manifolds
- Variable speed control available to synchronize operational requirements

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

- Spinach
- Spring Mix
- Iceberg Lettuce
- Romaine
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